
History intent

Theme 1 History focus Theme 2 Geography focus Theme 3 PSHE/Science focus Theme 4

Year 1 Happily ever after Regency Queen
Queen Victoria and Queen
Elizabeth
To know who Queen Victoria was
and who Queen Elizabeth is and
learn about the contribution both
Queens have made to British
society.

Come fly with me! Arctic
circle
The inuits
To learn about to Inuit people, their
customs and traditions

Never eat shredded Wheat Unity in the community

To know about significant historical
events, people and places in the
locality.

PSHE Light up the world

Year 2 Inter-Nation Media
Station
History of broadcasting
Identify the differences in the
way in which news is shared
today compared with the past
and to learn about the
development of radio
broadcasting and how radios
were used in WWll.

Children’s Champion
Thomas Barnado
To retell the life story of Thomas
Barnado, his main achievements
and his contribution to the care of
children.

Zero to Hero
Learning about the lives and works
of 5 historical people.
Michael Jordan
Thomas Edison
Malala Yousafzai
Walt Disney
Mother Teresa

Paddington’s Passport Land Ahoy PSHE Going Wild
Extinction
To know that some animals are
endangered, the reasons why and
what is being done to preserve
these species

Year 3 Lightning Speed
The world wide web

Ug!
Stone age, Iron age and
bronze age

Come Fly With Me! Africa
The Benin
To learn about the Benin early
period knowing where it fits into the
larger timeline

Out and About Part 1 Athens v Sparta
Ancient Greece
To learn about the Greek Empire
and the importance of Athens and
Sparta. Find out about some of the
important battles and learn about
Greek mythology

Rocky the Findosaur Picture or planet

Year 4 That’s All, Folks!
History of film and
animation - Walt Disney

Under Attack
Anglo saxons and Vikings

A world of difference
History of World Religions

Out and About Part 2 Law and Order
History of democracy

May the force be with you Under the canopy
The Mayans
To understand where names come
from and what they mean and to
understand the relationship
between where we originate from
and what our names mean
To learn what it would have been
like for the Mayans, living in the
rainforest

Year 5 Mission control
To develop knowledge and
understanding of famous
astronomers, as well as
significant worldwide
astronauts and to learn about
the development and role of
satellite communication

Pharaoh Queen
Egyptians
To know about ancient egyptian
beliefs and practices, significant
places and individuals and
understand how evidence is used
to make historical claims.

Come fly with me! America
Discovery of America
Native Indians
To learn about the discovery of
America and know about the Native
Americans.

Time Team
Worthing past and present
Explore the history of Worthing
since the development of the
railway and find out about
Worthing’s main landmarks through
history.

You’re not invited
The Romans
To understand why the Roman
Army was so successful in their
invasions and to study some of the
famous battles that took place
during the Roman era.
To understand the impact of the
Roman invasions on the inhabitants
of those countries invaded

Pupil voice project



Year 6 A world of bright ideas
Past inventions

Location, location, location I have a dream
Apartheid
Anti-Semitism

In your Element Wars of the world
World wars
Civil wars

Revision Full of beans


